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We propose to use an ancilla fluxonium qubit to interact with a Majorana qubit hosted by a topological one-

dimensional wire. The coupling is obtained using the Majorana qubit-controlled 4π Josephson effect to flux

bias the fluxonium qubit. We demonstrate how this coupling can be used to sensitively identify the topological

superconductivity, to measure the state of the Majorana qubit, to construct 2-qubit operations, and to implement

quantum memories with the topological protection.

PACS numbers: 74.20.Mn,73.63.Nm,74.50.+r

Topological superconducting wires have received consid-

erable experimental and theoretical attention because Majo-

rana zero-energy modes robustly appear at the ends of these

wires. These exact zero-energy modes can potentially be used

for decoherence-free quantum computation [1–4]. Recent

observations of the zero-bias anomaly in proximity-coupled

semiconductor-superconductor nanowire devices [5–7] could

be interpreted as evidence of Majorana zero-modes [8–10].

A more compelling signature of the topological superconduc-

tivity is the unusual Josephson current-phase relation. The

current-phase relation has two dominant periodicities: a con-

ventional 2π-periodic Josephson current [11] and an uncon-

ventional 4π-periodic component, associated with a pair of

Majorana modes near the junction [12, 13].

Although several experiments have already reported in-

direct evidence for the 4π-Josephson effect in topological

junctions [14, 15], the unambiguous detection of the 4π-

periodic component may prove difficult. First, realistic topo-

logical wires can have many transverse (odd) channels [16].

Since each channel contributes to the 2π-supercurrent but only

a single channel is topological and contributes to the 4π-

supercurrent, the former will typically dominate. This reduces

the relative signal strength in proposals related to the phase-

biased or voltage-biased junctions [12, 17]. Second, both co-

herent and incoherent fluctuations of the parity of the Majo-

rana modes will make the dc-signal 2π-periodic, further com-

plicating the interpretation [18].

In this Letter, we consider a device made up of a Majorana

qubit [1, 2] coupled to a fluxonium qubit [19] schematically

depicted in Fig. 1. The device consists of a broken supercon-

ducting ring coupled to a one-dimensional (1D) quantum wire.

Two 1D topological superconducting segments are induced

due to the proximity effect. The section of the wire bridging

the break of the superconducting ring remains non-topological

and acts as a weak link (Josephson junction) between the two

topological regions. Consequently, four Majorana modes, two

near the weak link (γ1, γ2) [12, 13] and two located at the far

ends of the topological segments (γ0, γ3), appear in the 1D

wire and form a topological qubit. The fluxonium qubit re-

quires a large ring inductance L together with a small junction
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of a Majorana qubit coupled to a fluxonium

qubit (see text). (b) Energy spectrum of a Majorana qubit as a func-

tion of superconductor phase-difference ϕ with total odd parity. (c)

The effective potential energy (black curve) and the lowest six eigen-

functions of a convention fluxonium qubit with Φ = π.

capacitance C. In this setting, the phase ϕ across the junc-

tion is not pinned by the externally applied flux Φ through the

loop, but instead it can fluctuate quantum-mechanically. The

key effect that we exploit here is the direct coupling of the

microscopic Majorana modes to the macroscopic flux in the

superconducting loop via coherent quantum phase-slips [19–

22] across the topological Josephson junction.

There have been two types of proposals for hybridizing Ma-

jorana and superconducting qubits. In the first type, a conven-

tional superconducting electrometer, such as a top-transmon

qubit [23] or any other device based on the Aharonov-Casher

effect [24, 25], was suggested. In the second type, the cou-

pling of a pair of Majorana modes, localized inside a pair of

trijunctions, was perturbatively tuned by small (compared to

2π) phase variations produced by a nearby flux qubit [26].

Here we describe a third type, in which a pair of Majo-

rana modes is located inside a Josephson junction undergoing

quantum phase-slips. Hence, we have to consider the junction

in the extreme quantum limit: the phase across the junction is

no longer set externally nor does it fluctuate with small (com-

pare to 2π) excursions; instead, the Majorana modes in the
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junction experience strong phase fluctuations of order 2π. As

a result, the microwave spectrum of the hybrid device is ex-

ternal flux-controlled, offset charge insensitive, and strongly

dependent on the parity state of the Majorana qubit.

The main results of the paper are summarized as follows.

As flipping the parity of the Majorana modes near the junction

changes the direction of the 4π-supercurrent, it effectively flux

biases the superconducting ring by 2π and alters the fluxonium

qubit spectrum. We point out how to take advantage of this ef-

fect (a) to detect topological wires even with a very small 4π-

periodic component and (b) to read the state of the Majorana

qubit. Since reversing the direction of the 4π-periodic Majo-

rana supercurrent is equivalent to changing ϕ by 2π, phase

slips will hybridize Majorana and fluxon modes. This hy-

bridization becomes the crucial ingredient for (c) implement-

ing “controlled-NOT” (CNOT) operations between the Majo-

rana states and fluxon states by simple microwave pulses.

The Hamiltonian HM−F describing the interaction between

Majorana and fluxonium qubits can be split into two terms:

HM−F = HM(ϕ) + HF(ϕ,Φ), (1)

where HM describes the Majorana qubit and the 4π-Josephson

effect and HF governs the macroscopic quantum dynamics of

the fluxonium qubit.

Majorana parity qubit – In the absence of the HF term, ϕ

can be treated as a parameter. A generic phenomenological

model for the coupled Majorana modes is given by [1]

HM = g01iγ0γ1 + EMiγ1γ2 cos(ϕ/2 + ΘM) + g23iγ2γ3. (2)

Here, gi j is the coupling between the Majorana modes γi and

γ j, and EM and ΘM are the strength and a phase shift of the

4π-Josephson effect. Typically, gi j ≪ EM as the Majorana

mode coupling decays exponentially with respect to the bulk

gap of the wire. g03 is negligible when γ0 and γ3 are far apart.

The physical origin of the 4π-periodic Josephson effect

comes from the boundary conditions for Bogoliubov quasi-

particles. While a shift of ϕ by 2π must leave the boundary

conditions for the superconducting order parameter invariant,

the quasiparticles see only “half” of this phase, and are there-

fore invariant only to shifts of ϕ by 4π. The 4π-Josephson

effect is a consequence of the coupling of γ1 and γ2 via the

junction, thus its strength EM is related to the transparency of

the junction and does not scale with the number of transverse

channels.

The phase shift ΘM can be finite since the wave functions

of the operators γ1 and γ2 are generically unrelated. To have

ΘM = 0, the phases of wave functions need to be fixed inde-

pendently. This can be accomplished, for instance, by ensur-

ing that the Hamiltonian for the topological wire segments is

real [27] (see supplemental material). We will set ΘM = 0

except in the discussion of the two-qubit operations where a

finite ΘM becomes a useful resource.

In terms of conventional (complex) fermions, HM is

HM,c = EM

(

c†wcw −
1

2

)

cos
ϕ

2
− λ+c†wce − λ−c†wc†e + h.c., (3)

where λ± = 2(g01 ± g23); cw = (γ1 + iγ2) /2 and ce =

(γ3 + iγ0) /2 describe a local fermion at the weak-link (w)

and a “split” fermion at the outer ends of the wires (e), re-

spectively. The Hilbert space of HM,c can be defined by the

fermion occupation numbers of nw = c
†
wcw and ne = c

†
ece as

|nw, ne〉M with nw, ne = {0, 1}.
As HM,c conserves the combined fermion parity nw + ne,

the states [|0, 1〉M , |1, 0〉M] and [|0, 0〉M , |1, 1〉M] form two de-

coupled (odd and even) sectors. Therefore, basis states of the

Majorana parity qubit can be defined as |nw = 0〉 and |nw = 1〉
that correspond to the two parities of nw with a fixed com-

bined parity nw+ne. The two-level spectrum of the odd sector

is plotted in Fig. 1b (the even sector being exactly the same).

Due to the couplings gi j, the states |0, 1〉M and |1, 0〉M anticross

at ϕ = π by λ = λ+ [λ = λ− for the even sector]. Consequently

a slow passage through the anticrossing coherently flips both

nw and ne.

Fluxonium qubit – HF in Eq. (1) turns ϕ into a quantum-

mechanical variable

HF(ϕ,Φ) = −4EC ∂
2
ϕ +

1

2
EL(ϕ − Φ)2 − EJ cosϕ, (4)

where EJ is the Josephson energy, EC = e2/2C is the charg-

ing energy, EL = (Φ0/2π)2/L is the inductive energy, and Φ

is measured in units of Φ0/2π = ~/2e. HF is formally equiv-

alent to the Hamiltonian of a particle with a coordinate ϕ and

a mass proportional to C, traveling in an effective potential

(Fig. 1c) defined by EL, EJ , and Φ. The inductance L must

be sufficiently large, such that EJ > EL, to ensure a set of

well-defined local potential minima spaced approximately by

2π.

Classically, i.e., for C → ∞, the phase ϕ localizes in one

of the Josephson wells and vibrates at the plasma frequency

ωp ≈
√

8EJ EC . The presence of quantum tunneling (finite

C) allows 2π phase-slips between the adjacent wells. At the

maximal frustration of Φ = π, as shown in Fig. 1c, the two

lowest eigenstates of HF correspond to equal superpositions

of the states with ϕ ≈ {0, 2π}. Coherent oscillations between

such states correspond to a flux quantum – “fluxon” – entering

and leaving the loop (charging or discharging the inductance).

The fluxon picture make sense only when the 2π-slip events

are relatively rare, which requires
√

8EJ/EC ∼ 1 [28] (see

Ref. 29 for
√

8EJ/EC ≫ 1 regime). Consequently, because of

the large L, ϕ fluctuates with typical deviations comparable to

2π.

Coupling Majoranas to fluxons – The strong quantum fluc-

tuations of ϕ atΦ ≈ π change qualitatively the Majorana qubit

spectrum. Combining Eqs. (3, 4), we get

HM−F = HF(ϕ,Φ)11 − EM cos(ϕ/2)σz + λσx. (5)

where 11 and σ{x,y,z} are the 2 × 2 identity and Pauli matrices

acting on the nw = {0, 1} basis. HM−F can be diagonalized nu-

merically (Fig. 2). We will focus on the practically important

case of EM < EJ . As fluxonium requires EL < EJ , we can

always select the inductance, L, such that EM < π2EL < EJ .
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FIG. 2. Upper panels: Spectra of Majorana-fluxonium device, Eq. (5), are plotted as a function of Φ for four scenarios [in the presence of

Majorana qubit, the blue (red-dotted) colored curve indicates 〈nw〉 = 0 (〈nw〉 = 1)]. Lower panels: Corresponding transition frequencies

between the ground state and the first few excited states [darker color indicates larger transition rate]. (a) pure fluxonium qubit case; (b) and (c)

topological case with EM/ωp = 0.05, λ = 0 and fixed nw: nw = 0 and 1, respectively; (d) topological case with parity fluctuation λ/ωp = 0.02.

(In all cases: EJ/ωp = 0.6, EL/ωp = 0.03 and ΘM = 0)

In that case, an effective Hamiltonian for the low-energy spec-

trum of HM−F reads

Heff
M−F =

EL(2πnϕ − Φ)2

2
− ES

2

∑

a=±
T a

nϕ
+ 4EM(−1)nϕσz + λσx,

where nϕ is the fluxon number operator, T±nϕ |nϕ〉 = |nϕ ± 1〉,
and ES = ES (EJ , EL, EM) is the 2π phase-slip amplitude [30,

31]. The EM-term couples fluxon states |nϕ〉 to the Majorana

qubit states |nw〉which we now describe in the combined basis

|nϕ, nw〉.
At EM = 0, we recover the 2π-periodic spectrum of

the fluxonium qubit, which consists of the fluxon parabolas

spaced in Φ by 2π and anticrossed at Φ = ±π, ... (Fig. 2a).

For EM , 0 and λ = 0, there are two sets of fluxon states

|nϕ, 0〉 and |nϕ, 1〉 (Fig. 2b,c). Within each set, there is a 2EM

offset between the fluxon parabolas with nϕ even[odd] and

odd[even] for nw = 0[nw = 1]. Consequently, the fluxon an-

ticrossings now occur away from Φ = ±π, rendering all tran-

sition energies to be 4π-periodic. The condition EM < π2EL

ensures that the anticrossing of the states nϕ and nϕ + 1 occurs

at a lower energy than the crossing between the states nϕ and

nϕ + 2, which allows us to neglect direct 4π phase-slips.

We observe that the ground state of Heff
M−F

has a degen-

eracy at Φ = π corresponding to the crossing of the states

|nϕ = 0, nw = 0〉 and |nϕ = 1, nw = 1〉. This is evident from

superimposing the spectra in Fig. 2b and Fig. 2c. The crossing

is robust to parameter variations as long as the fermion parity

nw is fixed, similarly to the crossing in the spectrum of the

conventional Majorana qubit at ϕ = π. The doubly degener-

ate ground states can be split by a process flipping the fermion

parity in the junction region simultaneously with changing the

fluxon number in the loop by a unity, which requires ES , 0

and λ , 0. Then, in the vicinity of Φ = π, fluxon fully hy-

bridizes with the Majorana fermion parity, making a “fluxpari-

ton.” Thus, the symmetric and antisymmetric superpositions

of wave functions |nϕ = 0, nw = 0〉 and |nϕ = 1, nw = 1〉
become the new ground and first excited states. The splitting

2gM−F between these states is 2gM−F ≈ λES /

√

4E2
M
+ E2

S
and

restores 2π-periodic spectrum as shown in Fig. 2d.

Controlling the Majorana qubit with fluxonium – can be

performed using microwave spectroscopy of the type used in

conventional fluxonium qubits [22]. Before discussing coher-

ent oscillations between the Majorana and fluxonium qubits,

we shall comment on incoherent processes. In practice, the

combined fermion parity nw + ne can fluctuate incoherently at

some time scale tqp due to out-of-equilibrium processes [32],

known as quasiparticle poisoning. Therefore, to make the

spectroscopy possible, tqp must be longer than the transition

time tπ (the time to generate a π-pulse). We note that tπ can

be tuned over a wide range, as it is proportional to the driving

power and the transition matrix element of ϕ (see Fig. 2). In a

typical superconducting qubit tπ is about 1 ∼ 10 ns, while tqp

is in the range of 10 µs ∼ 1 ms [22, 33].

How can we address the fundamental experimental issue of

identifying Majorana modes? The presence of a finite EM-

term results in the appearance of two distinct features even if

the fully coupled Majorana-fluxon spectrum is 2π-periodic.

From the lower panel of Fig. 2d, we observe (1) a nearly

Φ-independent transition at 2EM , which anticrosses with the

fluxonium “zigzag”-shaped line around Φ = π, and (2) the

splitting of the zigzag line by 2EM . Remarkably, EM as small

as the line width of the fluxonium qubit can be resolved.

When the λ coupling becomes negligible, we expect to ob-

serve superimposed spectra of Fig. 2b or Fig. 2c due to the

fluctuation of the nw occupation. With a fixed value of Φ,

the incoherent fluctuation of the fermion parity alters the res-

onance frequency, depending on the occupation of nw. Hence,

by monitoring the switching time of the resonance frequency,

we can infer the quasiparticle poisoning time tqp.

The proposed device allows us to prepare an arbitrary state

of the Majorana qubit by (i) initializing the coupled Majorana-

fluxonium system in the ground state using standard supercon-

ducting qubit techniques [34], and (ii) applying microwave

pulses at the frequency of the transition |0, 0〉 → |0, 1〉. To
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FIG. 3. Device spectrum as a function of Φ zoomed in on the

four lowest eigenvalues. ΘM = 0 (dashed lines) is compared to

ΘM = −0.35π (solid lines). The eigenvalues are labeled using the

uncoupled qubit eigenbasis |nϕ, nw〉. Level crossings are numbered

#1 to #4, and driving frequencies needed to implement CNOTF and

CNOTM are labeled. (EJ = 0.6ωp, EL/ωp = 0.03, EM/ωp = 0.15,

λ/ωp = 0.02)

read out the state of the Majorana qubit, one can use spec-

troscopy (away from anticrossings) to project onto a definite

nw parity state (blue and red-dotted lines in Fig. 2d).

Two-qubit operations – like the two-qubit controlled gates

are essential for quantum computing. In our device, the CNOT

gates can be implemented by a single π-pulse in the presence

of a finite phase-shift ΘM [EM cos(ϕ/2)→ EM cos(ϕ/2+ΘM)

in Eq. (5)]. We plot the four lowest eigenvalues comprising

the Hilbert space of the two qubits in Fig. 3 as a function of

Φ. The level crossings #1 and #4 are due to pure 2π-phase

slips while the crossings #2 and #3 are due to Majorana-fluxon

hybridization. ΘM , 0 offsets the crossings #2 and #3 away

from Φ = π, see Fig. 2d, and lifts the near degeneracies of the

transition frequencies Ω|0,0〉↔|0,1〉 and Ω|1,1〉↔|1,0〉 thus allowing

them to be addressed independently.

The Majorana qubit controlled CNOTM gate corresponds to

a π-pulse with frequency Ω|0,1〉↔|1,1〉 as depicted by the green

arrow in Fig. 3. Similarly, the fluxonium qubit controlled

CNOTF gate can be implemented by a π-pulse with frequency

Ω|1,1〉↔|1,0〉 (red arrow in Fig. 3). A swap gate, which can be

implemented by performing CNOTF, CNOTM and CNOTF

in sequence [35], can be used to move quantum information

into and out of the topologically protected Majorana qubit and

hence to implement a partially topologically protected quan-

tum memory.

Experimental requirements – to couple the Majorana states

to fluxons are fully compatible with the two widely discussed

strategies for the implementation of a 1D topological super-

conductor: semiconducting nanowires with strong spin or-

bit scattering [13, 36, 37] and quantum-spin-Hall effect edge

states [12, 38]. In both cases, the broken superconducting ring

depicted in Fig. 1a is made from an s-wave superconductor

and serves two functions: it induces the gap in the wire/edge

by proximity effect, and provides an inductance L for the flux-

ons. ΘM can be tuned using a magnetic field (see supplemen-

tal material), and C can be tuned using an external electro-

magnetic structure [39].

Typical parameters of the fluxonium qubit are such that

EL/h ∼ (0.1 − 1)GHz, EJ/h ∼ (5 − 50)GHz, and EC/h ∼
0.5 − 5GHz. To provide a large L, a good choice for the su-

perconductor can be NbN, which has high kinetic inductance

and Tc ∼ 10K [40]. Both EJ and EM depend on the trans-

parency of the topological junction, which can be tuned by

the local gating of the junction region. Most importantly, all

electronic gaps need to be sufficiently large≫ ωp to suppress

exciting quasiparticles during operations [41].

Concluding remarks – We showed that the spectrum of the

superconducting fluxonium qubit is highly sensitivity to the

presence of the Majorana modes in the Josephson junction.

To compare the sensitivity of our device to an experiment that

would directly measure the 4π signal in the current-phase re-

lation of a topological Josephson junction, we remark that

the fluxonium transition shifts by 1 MHz per 100 fA of 4π

Josephson current. As the transition frequency resolution of

our device is limited only by the fluxonium quality factor, we

can expect a sub-100 fA sensitivity to 4π supercurrents [22].

The key effect responsible for such high sensitivity is the cou-

pling of Majorana modes with fluxons in the large-inductance

fluxonium loop. This coupling can be used to hybridize the

two qubits and perform non-topological quantum manipula-

tions of the Majorana qubit. Further, large-inductance loops

can be readily incorporated into the general scheme of gate-

controlled nanowire networks to compliment braiding opera-

tions with the still required non-topological operations: state

initialization, readout, and single-qubit rotations. Finally, the

high sensitivity of the proposed device can be used to unam-

biguously identify topological superconducting wires.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Diagonalizing the effective Hamiltonian

In this supplement we provide explicit details on how we

diagonalize the effective Hamiltonian Eq. (5). We begin by

rewriting the effective Hamiltonian in terms the harmonic os-

cillator frequency ω =
√

8ELEC/~ and length s =

√

8Ec

~ω

scales

heff =

[

−1

2
∂2
φ +

1

2
φ2 − eJ cos(sφ + Φ)

]

11 (6)

−eM cos

(

sφ

2
+
Φ

2
+ ΘM

)

σz + ℓσx.

where, heff = Heff/~ω, φ = (ϕ − Φ)/s, eJ = EJ/~ω, eM =

EM/~ω, and ℓ = λ/~ω.

In order to diagonalize the effective Hamiltonian, Eq. (6),

we find it useful to use the harmonic oscillator states, cor-

responding to the first two terms of the Hamiltonian, as our

basis. Explicitly, these states are

χn(φ) =
1
√

2nn!

(

1

π

)1/4

e−φ
2/2Hn(φ), (7)

where Hn(·) are the Hermite polynomials. To construct a basis

for Eq. (6) we tensor the Harmonic oscillator states with the

topological qubit states. In this basis, the effective Hamilto-

nian Eq. (6) becomes

heff =

(

h+eM
ℓ 1

ℓ 1 h−eM

)

, (8)

where 1 is the identity matrix and

(h±eM
)i j =

(

i +
1

2

)

δi, j − eJ

[

cos(Φ)Ci, j(s) − sin(Φ)S i, j(s)
]

∓ eM

[

cos

(

Φ

2
+ Θ

)

Ci, j

(

s

2

)

− sin

(

Φ

2
+ ΘM

)

S i, j

(

s

2

)

]

.

The matrix elements Ci, j(·) and S i, j(·) are obtained using for-

mula 7.388 (6,7) of Ref. 42

Cn,n+2m(b) = 〈χn(φ)| cos(bφ)|χn+2m(φ)〉

=
(−1)mb2me−

b2

4

√
2nn!L2m

n

(

b2

2

)

√

2n+2m(n + 2m)!
, (9)

S n,n+2m+1(b) = 〈χn(φ)| sin(bφ)|χn+2m+1(φ)〉

=
(−1)mb2m+1e−

b2

4

√
2nn!L2m+1

n

(

b2

2

)

√

2n+2m+1(n + 2m + 1)!
, (10)

where Cn,n+2m+1 = S n,n+2m = 0, and we use the property that

Ci, j(b) = C j,i(b) and S i, j(b) = S j,i(b) for matrix elements with

i > j. To obtain the lowest 2k eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian,

we need to keep 2p basis elements with 2p ≥ 2k. In practice,

we start with 2p = 2k and increase 2p until the first 2k eigen-

values have converged (to construct the figures, we have used

k = 10 and p = 30).

Microwave drive

The transition matrix element can be evaluated by noting

that in the un-rescaled basis magnetic field fluctuations enter

into the EL term via

1

2
EL

[

ϕ − Φ − δΦ cos(Ωt)
]2

1. (11)

Expanding this term in small δΦ, we obtain

1

2

[

EL (ϕ − Φ)2 − 2EL (ϕ − Φ) cos(Ωt)δΦ + O(δ2
Φ)

]

1. (12)

Upon rescaling, the linear in δΦ term (the dipole matrix ele-

ment) becomes

EL

~ω
sφ cos(Ωt/ω)δΦ 1, (13)

which we can evaluate with the help of the relations

Ln,n+1 = 〈χn(φ)|φ|χn+1(φ)〉 =
√

(n + 1)/2 (14)

〈ψ1|ϕ|ψ2〉 =
p−2
∑

i=0

√

i + 1

2

(

ψ∗1,iψ2,i+1 + ψ
∗
1,i+1ψ2,i

)

. (15)

Symmetries of topological superconducting wires and the 4π

Josephson effect

Consider a large topological superconducting ring with a

break. Further, suppose that the superconducting order pa-

rameter on the two sides of the break differs in phase by ϕ.

The broken ring hosts two Majorana fermion: γ1 to the left

of the break and γ2 to the right of the break. Now consider

bridging the gap with a weak link, which we model using the

tunnel Hamiltonian

H = −t
∑

σ

eiϕ/2c
†
1σ

c2σ + h.c. (16)

where t is the matrix element associated with the weak link,

c
†
1σ

[c2σ] is the electron creation [annihilation] operator with

spin σ to the left [right] of the break, and we have absorbed

the phase difference φ into a gauge field associated with the
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weak link. The Majorana fermion operators are related to the

electron operators via the coherence factors

c
†
iσ
= uiσγi/2 + . . . (17)

ciσ = u∗iσγi/2 + . . . (18)

where i = {1, 2}, . . . represent the remaining Bogoliubov op-

erators, and we have used the fact that γi is self-adjoint. Using

the coherence factors ui,σ we express the tunneling Hamilto-

nian

Ht =
itγ1γ2

2

[

A↑ cos

[

ϕ

2
+ χ↑

]

+A↓ cos

[

ϕ

2
+ χ↓

]]

(19)

where t is the tunnel matrix element across the weak link,

Aσ = |u1σ||u2σ|, χσ = arg
[

u1σu∗
2σ

]

− π/2. As |u1σ| is gener-

ically unrelated to |u2σ| in the presence of disorder, ensuring

that ΘM = 0 requires fixing the phases of uiσ’s independently.

When the Hamiltonian describing the nanowire is com-

pletely real (or equivalently completely imaginary), all wave

function can be expressed as a real vectors. In particular,

the reality condition implies that the Bogoliubov operator

cw = γ1 + iγ2 can be described by real coherence factors

only. Following the above definitions we obtain arg
[

u1↑
]

=

arg
[

u1↓
]

= 0 and arg
[

u2↑
]

= arg
[

u2↓
]

= π/2. Hence

ΘM = arg
[

u1↑
] − [

u2↑
] − π/2 = 0 and

Ht ≈ itγ1γ2 cos(φ/2) =
(

c†wcw − cwc†w
)

cos(φ/2). (20)

Nanowire implementation of a 1D topological supercon-

ductor – the Hamiltonian for the topological superconductor

can be written in the form

HNW = (−∂x − µ)τz − iα∂xσ
yτz

+ Bxσxτz + Byσy + Bzσzτz − ∆σyτy, (21)

where we use the notation (ui↑, ui↓, vi↑, vi↓) for the four compo-

nent particle-hole spinor, the Pauli matrices σ{x,y,z} and τ{x,y,z}

act on the spin and particle-hole spaces, respectively; µ is the

chemical potential, α is the spin-orbit velocity, (Bx, By, Bz) is

the Zeeman field vector, and ∆ is the proximity pairing field.

We observe that the complex conjugation operator K com-

mutes with all but the By term in HNW, and therefore ΘM = 0

in the absence of By. On the other hand, applying a By field

can be used to control ΘM; in the short junction limit the we

find ΘM ∼ By/∆.

Quantum spin-Hall effect edge state implementation of a

1D topological superconductor – the Hamiltonian for the

topological superconductor is generically

HQSH-E = v(i∂x)σz − µτz + ∆′′σyτx + Byσy + Bzσzτz. (22)

We remark that Bxσxτz and ∆′σyτy terms can be obtained

using the rotations generated by σzτz and τz, respectively.

We observe that in the absence of µ and Bz the Hamilto-

nian HQSH-E anti-commutes with K and is therefore com-

pletely imaginary. At this point, we note that the Hamiltonian

Eq. (22) has an additional symmetry: with the exception of

the Bz term all terms of HQSH-E commute with the operator

Kσxτz. This additional symmetry implies that in the absence

of the Bz term ui,↑ = u∗
i,↓ and therefore ΘM = 0 using Eq. (19).

Taking into account the Kσxτz symmetry, we conclude that

a magnetic field Bz aligned with the (1D) spin-orbit axis, but

not a chemical potential shift µ, will result in ΘM , 0.

We remark that for topological superconductors with

particle-hole symmetry, the reality condition is related to chi-

ral symmetry, see Ref. 27.
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